Mounting concern regarding inadequacies of per capita GDP or GNI as a source of nation wellbeing classification and comparison lead to the employment of multidimensional approaches with attendant concerns regarding their arbitrary and complex nature. Here, based upon commonalities in multidimensional behavior of nations, feasible, less arbitrary, classification methodologies and techniques for assessing wellbeing within and between groups are proposed. Implementation in a three dimensional study of 164 countries from 1990 to 2014 in a Human Development Index (HDI) framework reveals substantive multi-dimensional growth in a slowly evolving, relatively immobile three group world exhibiting simultaneous increases in equality and polarization with a growing Lower HD class and shrinking Middle and High HD classes.
Introduction
For most of the 20th Century real GDP or GNI per capita were used as univariate measures of societal productive or consumptive capacity as a proxy for the capacity to generate "Wellbeing". After suitable exchange rate or purchasing power adjustments, they proved useful instruments for international wellness classification and comparison.
1 As such they have been employed extensively in nation growth and wellbeing debates to identify both β and σ convergence or divergence (dependent on whether nation observations are population weighted or not) and have been the basic instrument in the "twin peaks" polarization literature.
2 Sala-i- Martin (2006) , by integrating nation income distributions for some 138 countries anchored on their respective GDP per capita, brought some resolutions to these debates concluding that world poverty and inequality were both diminishing (though note this does not preclude intensified polarization).
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However, as instruments reflecting wellbeing, these measures have met with increasing dissatisfaction in recent years. Aside from issues of measurement (Coyle, 2014; Deaton, 2010) , the idea of equating "wellbeing" solely with "consumption utility" (see for example Fleurbaey, 2009; Fleurbaey and Blanchet, 2013) (Stiglitz, Sen and Fitoussi, 2010) . The Human Development Index (UNPD 2016) is typical of this approach, first published in 1990, the HDI is basically an equally weighted geometric mean aggregation of the three bounded dimensions of Education (a combination of literacy and school enrollment rates), Life Expectancy (essentially a proxy for health status), and GNI per capita of a nation.
A common concern with these multidimensional indices is robustness issues surrounding alternative parameterization and nation classification assumptions (Ravallion, 2010) . In the one dimensional paradigm there is a long established practice of using "hard" boundaries to classify nations into groups, a recent example is the 2013
Gross National Income per capita categories published by the World Bank (see Appendix 1 for details). Determination of the cut-offs is somewhat arbitrary and thus contentious, (see for example Atkinson and Brandolini, 2011; Banerjee and Duflo, 2008; Citro and Michael, 1995; Easterly, 2001; Quah, 1993 Quah, , 1997 and Ravallion, 2012) . Not only does the practice categorize poorness and wellness in a fairly arbitrary fashion (boundaries established many years ago are simply updated on a US dollar equivalent basis without reference to current conditions), but it ultimately affects the way transition and class mobility behavior is evaluated, that is, specific choices can be prejudicial to other aspects of analysis. For example, defining classes by quantiles fixes class sizes over time precluding analysis of poverty reduction strategies, tying class boundaries to some proportion of a location measure ties movement of classes to movements in the overall distribution and assumes away the possibility of independent class variation (incidentally contravening the focus axiom frequently invoked in poverty analysis). These issues are compounded in the multi-dimensional paradigm. Foster (2011, 2011a) have proposed a many dimensioned poverty/deprivation measure and the Human Development Report (United Nations Development Programme, 2016) proposed cut-off points for the categories of human development index. Both cases require specification of "hard" boundaries in each dimension, the problems here are much like those of the univariate approach (determining boundaries in a particular fashion also determines the nature of the group in a way that is often prejudicial and precludes the notion of "trade-offs" between dimensions) however now the classification problem is compounded as it is "many dimensioned".
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Classification problems led Zelli (2014, 2016) to propose a 5 Responding to this, Jones and Klenow (2016) provide national uni-dimensional consumption equivalent wellbeing measures incorporating aspects of consumption, leisure, life expectancy and inequality in these variates in a rigorously defined, parametrically homogeneous across nations formulation for a collection of countries. They find that, while GDP per capita is highly correlated with this measure, the differences can be substantive and important. Note that in this formulation the separate influences of the various aspects are parametrically tied to each other in the unidimensional consumption equivalent that is homogeneously constant across all possible groupings of countries.
univariate semi-parametric method for determining poorness and wellness status where the classification basis is the commonality of behaviors reflected in the components of an overall mixture distribution. Determining the number and size of the classes and their distributional parameters on a "goodness of fit" criterion, facilitates free and independent variation in the number, size, distributional location and spread of subgroups over time. Group membership is determined probabilistically rather than categorically, however this does not inhibit analysis of the progress (or otherwise) of groups. Intuitively progress of poor nations is no longer influenced by the progress of non-poor nations (a fundamental Focus axiom in poverty analysis), the magnitude and wellness of subgroups can be studied independently and groupings can emerge, disappear, converge or polarize. It is of interest to see if such phenomena prevails in a multivariate
paradigm. An objective of this study is the extension of this univariate technique to a multidimensional mixture distribution framework of the HDI components namely the GNI per capita, Life Expectancy, Education triplet, and to examine the classification and progress of groups of nations in the modern era in that context. The triplet is modelled as a process of latent states identified as different subpopulations of countries sharing inherent but fundamentally unobservable circumstances of human development (similar functioning and capability sets in the terminology of Sen (1985 Sen ( , 1993 and Nussbaum (1997 Nussbaum ( , 2011 ). Countries belonging to a specific state or category share in each period a common multivariate distribution of the (observable) outcome variables with the overall distribution being a mixture of these sub-population distributions. The latent states are linked through time by a
Markov process in what is termed a Hidden Markov Model (HMM), the properties of which will reveal trends in various aspects of world wellbeing. Because the focus of attention is wellbeing the analysis is performed in population weighted terms so that each countries triplet can be interpreted as that of the representative agent of that country. In addition, tools will be proposed and implemented for measuring the poverty, inequality, polarization, convergence and mobility of the latent groups in the context of the many dimensions of the HDI.
In the following, section 2 outlines and discusses the proposed modelling and measurement methods. Section 3 reports the study of the world multivariate distribution of the components of the HDI over the period 1990-2014. Section 4 concludes. Ap-pendix 1 provides a companion analysis of the World Bank categorization with respect to GNI per capita. To anticipate the results a relatively immobile three class world in which all groups are improving in a wellbeing sense in all dimensions is revealed.
Nonetheless while there was substantial evidence of reduced multidimensional inequalities both within and between groups, which is consistent with the Sala-i-Martin (2006) univariate analysis, it did not inhibit the increased sense of segmentation, differentness or divergence that groups experienced, which is not consistent with the Sala-i-Martin analysis. In essence the groups were simultaneously becoming more equal and more polarized. However, unlike the results in Appendix 1, the relative sizes of high human development and middle human development groups are declining and the low human development group is increasing.
Empirical methods

Model development and estimation
The basic model is a year-by-year mixture distribution of a 3×1 vector y of the three human development outcomes for a country under the assumption that they are jointly normally distributed and time independent which may be written as:
where f j (y; µ j , Σ j ) denotes the multivariate normal density of the jth component with mean vector µ j and covariance matrix Σ j , and w j represent the mixing proportions. The vector Ψ = (w 1 , · · · , w k−1 , ξ ) contains all the unknown parameters of the mixture model; in this case ξ consists of the elements of the component means µ 1 , ..., µ k and the distinct elements of the component-covariance matrices Σ 1 , ..., Σ k , that here are assumed diagonal.
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Ultimately the progress of y will be viewed as a developmental process and therefore the implicit assumption of time independence can be seen too restrictive. To better understand the evolution of human development we remove the time-invariance hypothesis by estimating a hidden Markov model (HMM) for panel data in which the system is assumed to be a Markov chain with time-varying unobserved (hidden)
states. 7 In this model each outcome and each time period are considered independent only conditionally on an unobserved discrete latent variable. Based upon Bartolucci et al., 2013 , 2014 and Farcomeni, 2015 , this model relies on similar assumptions but assumes that the number of latent states is not constant over time. Relaxing these assumptions requires estimating the model in a Bayesian context. 8 .
Formally, let Y itr denote the measurement for the r-th outcome at time t for country i. Assume there are k t latent states, where the (unknown) latent state for country i at
, that is, when there are k groups and the i-th country belongs to the j-th one, the r-th outcome has mean µ jtkr and variance σ 2 jtkr . Since the number of parameters to be estimated increases with t, the most rational assumptions, especially when we deal with small sample sizes, are that the countrystate-variable means follow a linear trend as:
and the corresponding variances a GARCH-type process as:
These latter parameters specify the manifest distributions.
For the latent distribution we assume that U it follows a time-homogeneous Markov chain with variable number of states, which is fully specified by initial distributions Pr(U i1 = j|k 1 = k) = π jk and (possibly rectangular) transition matrices Pr(
In summary, the latent variable follows a variable-support time-homogeneous Markov Chain so that the joint distribution of the three outcomes is modelled simultaneously over time, taking into account dependence due to correlation and unobserved heterogeneity. The discrete latent distribution provides a natural way to cluster nations with respect to their measurements. Not only are transitions between groups allowed, but also year-specific number of clusters (components of the mixture). The (possibly rectangular) hidden transition matrices link the group compositions across years.
In order to fit this complex model, Bayesian techniques are employed. Transdimensional moves are obtained through a birth-and-death reversible approach, while full conditionals are available for all parameters except σ, α and β. For these parameters Adaptive Rejection Metropolis Sampling is used. To assess evidence for specific parameter configurations, the encompassing prior approach (Klugkist et al., 2005; Bartolucci et al., 2012) is used for dealing with discrete parameters, and Schwarz criterion for continuous ones.
Measuring aspects of world well-being
In order to measure various aspects of HDI wellbeing the following indices are proposed and implemented.
Between group differences and distributional inequality
In the equality of opportunity literature, the extent of differences in distributions conditioned on circumstances based upon stochastic dominance comparisons have long been used to measure the lack of equality of opportunity (see for example Trannoy, 2008, 2009) . A problem with this approach is that it does not quantify the extent of differences, it merely examines what type (i.e. order of dominance) and whether or not a difference exists. One way of considering the extent to which the world has become more unequal is to look at inequality or differences in the group joint densities via a multivariate generalization of Gini's transvariation measure (Gini, 1916; 1959; Dagum, 1968; Anderson, Linton and Thomas, 2017) . Suppose three different groups of countries have been identified, say Low, Medium and High human development groups. Then, the multidimensional transvariation measure is of the form:
where x, y and z are respectively relative per capita GNI, Life expectancy and Education and f L (), f M () and f H () are the corresponding Low, Medium, and High human development distributions. The measure corresponds to an index between 0 and 1 of inequality of distribution which will be 0 when all distributions are identical and 1 when there is no overlap between distributions.
9 This formulation treats all nation groupings as equally important, in attaching the same weight to each group distribution it can be interpreted as measuring the extent of distributional differences of the prospects for a representative low, medium and high developed nation. As such it focuses on the between group differences across the three dimensions of the Human Development Index. Increases in the measure signal diverging distributions, reductions correspond to increasing similarities or sigma convergence overall. It is also possible to construct a statistic which weights the comparison distributions by their relative importance in the mixture. This is of the form:
Where s k , k = L, M, H is given by w k / w k . Together, T rans and W T rans can be considered a multidimensional measure of world inequality.
Within group inequality
Of itself, the extent of within group inequality is of interest (Foster, Greer and Thorbeke (1984) intensity of poverty measures account for this with respect to the poor group in a univariate paradigm) but, in reflecting the degree of within group disassociation, it is also an important component of the polarization measure to be outline below.
In order to assess within class inequality and convergence in the context of the triple x, y and z, note that for a given class in a given time period the distribution of the triple may be written as:
It follows that:
is a measure of the overall relative variation in the class at that time and diminutions (increases) in it correspond to sigma convergence (divergence). Given that x, y and z are "base year" relative measures, this measure corresponds to a multivariate "coefficient of variation" where the base year mean is the standardizing factor.
A measure of between group polarization
The extent to which the classes are polarizing or converging can be studied using a multi-dimensional bi-polarization measure (Anderson, Linton and Leo, 2012) based upon kernel estimates, between two unimodal group distributions i,j, with relative population sizes w i , w j , given by:
Where |(x mi , y mi , z mi ) − (x mj , y mj , z mj )| is the Euclidian distance between the modal points (x mi , y mi , z mi ) and (x mj , y mj , z mj ). In the present context with independent multivariate normal distributions in a mixture distribution this may be written as:
Measures of transitional polarization convergence and mobility
Anderson (2017) demonstrates how transition matrices can be employed to develop indices of directional mobility, polarization and convergence. In essence the elements of the transition matrix facilitate a "balance of probabilities" measure of whether populations are transiting from the center to the peripheries or from the peripheries to the center of the world distribution of Human Development which has a polarizing/converging interpretation. For a 3×3 transition matrix ||T ij ||, where T ij is the probability of arriving in state j given departure from state i, P CON V , the balance of probabilities of converging to the center is:
where w is the probability of being in the initial state low class given they are not in the initial state middle class. The balance of probabilities of an upward transition (P U T ) is:
where w i is the probability of being in initial state i. Consider the transformation P T N = 0.5 + P T /2, so that when net transfers are balanced the index would return 0.5. As a probability measure, on the null hypothesis that P T N = 0. In implementing the modeling process, per capita GNI has been log-transformed Polarization measures between components, together with approximate standard errors, are reported in Table 4 . Note the trending polarization between all groups especially post 2005. Thus a picture of a world in which between and within group inequalities are diminishing and yet the world is polarizing in the sense that the groups are becoming increasingly different. In essence the extent to which the groups overlap is diminishing, having less in common as time proceeds they are becoming increasingly segmented with greater perceived differences. The smoothly trending processes illustrated in the foregoing suggests a model in which the progress of the classes is systematically linked with past class structure informing the present. To reflect this, the model now entertained is the hidden Markov model with time-varying number of latent states described in Section 2.
Relative Class Sizes
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The first hypothesis to be tested is that the number of components k of the multivariate distribution remains fixed (the alternative being that the number varies over time). The null hypothesis of k fixed is strongly not rejected (the estimated probability of rejecting the null is 0.002). Conditionally fixed k over time its actual value has to be assessed and there was overwhelming evidence in favor of k = 3 with respect to k = 1; 2; 4; 5, as assessed by practically any measure. For instance, testing k = 3 against k = 2 (which is the second most likely), the probability of rejecting the null smaller than 0.001. Incidentally, this endogenously determined clustering contrasts the four categories proposed by the 2014 Human Development Report for country grouping the HDI.
In accord with the time independent model results, the final results are based on the assumption that the component means are systematically independently trending over time with each component variance varying over time according to a specific GARCH-type regression.
Characteristics of the components
The estimated parameters of the hidden Markov model in which category means have a constant independent growth process and the category variances follow independent GARCH processes are reported in Table 5 .
The components are well separated and reflect the different stages of human development of the three groups. Annual growth rates in group means of the three indicators, obtained by dividing the Beta coefficients by 5, indicate growth rates of around 3%
for the Low Development group and growth rates of around 2% for the Middle and High Development groups suggesting some catch-up or diminished polarizing alienation patterns for the Low Development group with respect to the other groups. However, another interesting feature is, with the exception of the income variable for the poorest group, the reduction of variability for all three variables in all three groups which is increasing in size, indicating a substantial process of increased within group association which is probably driving increases in the polarization measures. Table 6 reports the relative group sizes estimated with the hidden Markov model.
Over the period the relative size of the groups has changed considerably with the poor group membership increasing somewhat (interpretable as an increase in the relative poverty rate) with a corresponding reduction in the middle and rich group relative size. Note: Asterisk * means significantly different from the world slope β = 0.11 at least at 5% level. Star means significantly different from α = 1 at least at 5% level. Interestingly, for the GNI Low HD and all classes in the Education variate, the classes exhibiting the Kuznets curve standard deviation pattern, the α parameter is not significantly diffrent from 1. 
Mobility and polarization
Following Anderson (2017) , for the 25-year transitions this yields a Mobility Index of 0.095 which corresponds to a slowly evolving long run process with a considerable lack of mobility between the classes. What mobility there is tends to be downward, though the upward advancement index of 0.499 is insignificantly smaller than 0.5, similarly the polarization index favoured, but did not indicate significant, polarization (0.476).
All of this corresponds to a fairly rigid and very slowly evolving class structure.
The 5-year and implicit 25-year transition matrices (obtained as the 5-year transition matrix to the power of 5) are given in Table 7 . Looking at country specific results in detail 13 few changes in classes are observed in the vast majority of cases, which accords with the rigidity of the transition matrix.
In tune with the suggestion of some downward mobility, increasing probability of poor 13 details of ex post group membership probabilities for all years are available from the authors upon request class membership and decreasing probability of middle and rich class membership the changes that were detected were downward. Notable movers were Botswana, Gabon 
Conclusions
Recent concerns about the measurement of wellbeing have led to the progress of nations to be classified and studied in a multidimensional context. Perhaps the most popular multi-dimensioned measure is the Human Development index. Unfortunately, increasing dimensionality, whilst better reflecting wellbeing, compounds the difficulties encountered in categorizing groups largely with regard to the arbitrary choice of boundaries (Ravallion 2010) . In a one dimensional setting Zelli (2014, 2016) circumvented this problem by defining classes in terms of the commonality of behaviours of the actors. The downside of this approach is that nations can no longer be definitively placed in a class, all that be discerned is the probability that a nation is in a particular class. However, this was shown not to hinder analysis and it did circumvent the problems associated with arbitrarily determined boundaries by classifying groups according to the commonalities of their behaviours.
Here a feasible methodology for performing a similar analysis in a multidimensional setting has been presented and the progress of 164 nations has been examined over the period 1990-2014. In that context measures of relative poverty, inequality, polarization and mobility have also been proposed and implemented. Contrary the usual four group classification reported in World Bank (2017) , three groups, Low HD, Medium HD and High HD, each with a commonality of behaviours were established. While the mean group characteristics (mean log GNI, Life Expectancy and Education) improved systematically over the period for all groups the transition analysis detected a slowly evolving, relatively immobile world, very different from the World Banks income based univariate analysis. Over the period, reflective of some downward mobility, the poor group increased in size, which may be interpreted as an increase in the multidimensional relative poverty rate. In concert with univariate analyses (Sala-i-Martin 2006), there was substantial evidence of reduced inequalities both within and between groups over the period (though this was not universal the low HD group experience an inverted U shaped inequality profile over the period), the transition structure and the year-by-year analysis revealed substantive polarizing patterns. Increasing within and between group equality did not inhibit the groups increased sense of segmentation or "differentness". In essence groups were simultaneously becoming more equal and more polarized. For the most part countries stayed within their groupings though some deterioration was seen for some African nations.
seen to have grown in size slightly from 0.486 to 0.495. Its upper triangular nature reflects the fact that no country dropped to a lower class over the period. The mobility statistic is 0.365 reflecting a moderate amount of mobility. The standardized PCONV statistic is 0.541 with a standard error of 0.038
clearly fails to reject a convergence hypothesis but also fails to reject a polarization hypothesis. And the standardized upward mobility statistic is 0.614 with a standard error of 0.038 indicating a significant degree of upward mobility. Over one third of countries in the sample were in a higher income category at the end of the period then they were at the beginning.
Turning to a population weighted representation generates a substantially different story. As evident from Figure A. 2, now there appears to be a precipitous decline in the size of the Low income group, from over 60% of the worlds population to less than 10%. The size of the High income group has barely changed, the Lower Middle income group expanded substantially in the early part of the period and the Upper Middle income group expanded greatly in the latter part of the period (largely the result of China emerging from the poor group and passing through to the upper middle income group at the latter part of the observation period). Again its upper triangular nature reflects the fact that no country dropped to a lower class over the period. The mobility statistic is 0.3011 reflecting somewhat less mobility than the unweighted model. The standardized PCONV statistic is 0.7429 with a standard error of 0.038 clearly failing to reject a convergence hypothesis but now clearly rejecting a polarization hypothesis. The standardized upward mobility 
